Abstract: Many existing integrations of natural language processing (NLP) and knowledgebased systems build on "shallow" NLP. Prominent examples are term-frequency based document retrieval or document topic extraction systems. Recent progress in NLP, however, has brought "deep" processing features like sentential parsing and semantic dependency analysis to a highly mature level for a substantial set of common spoken languages. Specifically, "deep" NLP outputs beyond conventional syntax trees allow for better interoperability with other information or knowledge management (IM/KM) components, e.g. those using semantic technologies or statistical learning approaches. In this paper, the emerging importance of interleaved knowledge and language processing in the context of cognitive computing is shown. Building blocks for an open architecture for deep NLP applications are introduced and discussed.
Introduction
Big data infrastructures [42] and big data computing [1] are key challenges for computer science in our decade. In particular, the absolute and relative growth of unstructured data poses massive problems related to content detection and discovery. A subset of unstructured data of particular importance to human society as well as information and knowledge management (IM/KM) is textual data. Textual data is present in several forms, ranging from digital libraries over web page and digital journals content, texts in electronic mail and messaging systems, to text recovered from human speech.
In order to process textual data appropriately in a broad variety of analytic applications, natural language processing needs to be interleaved with computerized knowledge representation and reasoning / inferencing formalisms. One key application of interleaved NLP and knowledge processing is content detection and classification from large textual data sets or streams. Building on early approaches in machine reading [33] , recent research has contributed highly performant platforms for this textual analytics task. The IBM Watson 1 Manuscript received April 28, 2014 . ; accepted September 15, 2014 . M. Spies is Professor of Knowledge Management at LMU University of Munich, mspies@lrz.unimuenchen.de system has been used to demonstrate that the integration of "deep NLP" with IM/KM will lead to extremely powerful cognitive computing systems emulating human cognition and insight based on natural language to an impressive degree. In a similar vein, an open-source question answering framework has been developed in [6] , and a generic semantics based framework for grammar learning and inferencing from text is available from [3] .
We briefly mention a second application area related the European Horizon 2020 research framework program. One key objective here is "cracking the multilanguage barrier". Obviously, having a common logical representation of meaning that can be used to read and represent but also to generate utterances in multiple natural languages is going to be an important contribution in this intended direction.
Deep Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) has gone through a major paradigm shift in recent years.
Many practical applications of NLP in the information sciences (eg, for digital libraries) and web research have been using a simplified quantitative model of texts based on the bag-of-words assumption. By this assumption, any text can be represented as a point in a high-dimensional vector space; a corpus of texts can be summarized in a document-term matrix. The entries in such matrices can be simple term frequencies (tf ) or combinations of normalized term frequencies with estimates of document-specific occurrence of a term (inverse document frequency, tf-idf ). In a straightforward representation, the document vector space for a corpus of texts is spanned by the terms in a given vocabulary. More sophisticated representations are obtained from computing conceptual spaces from linear combinations of term dimensions. A prominent approach of this kind is the latent semantic analysis which uses a singular-value-decomposition of document-term matrices into a set of conceptual components highlighting covariant terms and a set of concordance components highlighting similar documents [11] . In recent years, the bag-of-words approach has continued to be extremely useful in topic analysis. Topic modelling aims at extracting latent thematic structures from large text corpora using a broad variety of (usually unsupervised) machine learning methods [8, 37] .
As this entire tradition of research basically neglects the grammatical and logical structure of texts, it is also often referred as "shallow NLP", in contrast to "deep NLP". Regarding deep NLP, a long tradition of computational linguistic research was addressing syntax and semantics formalisms in separate lines of research. While syntactic structures were analyzed by increasingly sophisticated parsers using phrase-structure grammars building on context-free languages, semantic structures were investigated in mostly syntax agnostic lexicon components and research on conceptual structures. Both lines of research had to rely on substantial construction and annotation work by linguistic experts in order to build the resoures needed for software components in specific languages or for specific domains.
A key innovation paving the way to an increased adoption of deep NLP is information extraction (IE). IE was introduced as a technique for automatic recognition of named entities (NER, like recognizing actors, politicians, institutions, etc) from text using supervised machine learning mechanisms. The task is performed by training classifiers with more detailed and sequential data than available in a bag-of-words approach, notably part-of-speech (POS) tags, semantic properties of nearby but also distant words etc. As training data is substantially incomplete in most cases of practical interest (see [39] ), an innovative statistical relational learning method is being used (conditional random fields, see 3) in several tools. A key advantage of IE is that texts are now analyzed on a level that comes much closer to information and knowledge engineering than bag-of-word representations. Specifically, entities recognized can suitably be collected in the resource-description framework (RDF) format and organized by domains in RDF-graphs [20] . This opens the door towards reasoning on entities and combining entities by properties in the web ontology language OWL [31] (or a logical programming language like Prolog [12] ). For an impressive tool using entity and relationship recognition on a large scale, see [32] . Finally, entities and relationships can be mined with unsupervised learning approaches from large textual datasets or data streams rather than recognized using a preconfigured classifier. This has been done, e.g., in [27] .
Semantic Parsing
While IE is a huge step ahead towards deep NLP, it still fails to recover the full logical structure of meaning in text. Assuming it were equipped with the best IE components, a question-answering system would still be capable only of finding relevant texts relating to a question, but it could not infer or deduce an appropriate answer. Therefore, the decisive development enabling a "cognitive" text understanding system had to come from another line of research. More specifically, semantic parsing formalisms have been investigated in which syntax analysis and semantic structures are combined in novel ways. Semantic parsing yields a syntactic analysis in combination with logical forms representing predicateargument structures in a given text. A useful approach to syntax analysis amenable to be combined with logical forms is dependency parsing (which exists in several variants, we describe the Stanford parser methodology, see [40] , in this paragraph). Dependency parsing reconstructs the syntactical structure of a sentence using a set of grammatical categorical relationships, see [13] for the meta-model containing the dependency types, [14] for its justification and some comparisons to related approaches.
For an example see Figure 1 . The input sentence is represented by a graph that allows terms to participate in several dependency relationships. These relationships can be used to infer semantic relationships and even predicate argument structures as will be explained below.
In the IBM Watson system, semantic parsing is based on the English slot grammar formalism, see [30] , which produces dependency trees in a similar way to [14] . However, ESG uses a particular dependency taxonomy augmented by external type information (in [30] , WordNet is used). The output of the dependency analysis is then further processed to yield candidate relation predicate argument structures (PAS) covering also long-distance textual relationships. [41] uses a hierarchical relation topic model on top of these predicate argument structures to detect relation instances in text. . Dependencies are as defined in [13] .
Semantic parsing is also one of the key characteristics of Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG, [38, 2] ). CCG defines contextual grammatical categories for lexical items, contextual meaning here that these categories include descriptors for slot-filling further item categories needed to achieve a meaningful linguistic context. As a trivial example, an adjective would not only be categorized by its POS tag but also as an entity that can be combined with a noun to build a simple noun phrase. Furthermore, CCG also defines semantics as logical forms for lexical items (usually again with λ -calculus, but other related formalisms are in use, see [10] ). A lexicon entry for a term or a phrase in CCG therefore provides a grammatical category which includes syntactic and semantic composition features and a logical form. In constructing a semantic parse for a sequence of phrases both the grammatical and the logical components of the corresponding lexical items are composed using some general and additional optional grammar-specific composition rules.
The key distinguishing feature compared to other semantic parsing formalisms is that composition rules on grammatical categories can be mapped to composition rules on the logical forms. This leads to integrated derivations of sentence structure and meaning. As a consequence, CCG uses (or builds during a learning process) rich lexica with many distinctive features for the category and logical representation aspects. A useful resource for working with CCG parses is [4] . An example parsing derivation with CCG is given in fig.  2 .
Deriving Logical Forms -Compositional Semantics
Logical forms for natural language expressions are conveniently expressed using the lambda-calculus [25, 35] . The need to have a more powerful formalism than first-order Fig. 2 . Semantic parse derivation of an imperative sentence with combinatory categorial grammar (CCG). Generated with [4] . For the precise meaning of the CCG notation, see [10] .
logic comes from the basic natural language property referred to as semantic compositionality. Compositionality implies that the meaning of a (single or multiple) word expression can usually be modified by pre-or suffixing the expression with other words. In theories of concepts [28] , it has been shown that compositionality is usually different from a conjunction of concepts or of properties. On the other hand, compositionality is a built-in capability of the lambda-calculus. Eq. 1 gives an illustrative lexical item with lambda-form example for the interpretation of take in fig. 2 . It shows the grammatical category composition and the λ -form with the second-order predicate action and its associated subject/object semantic types. Note that the generation of a query against a suitable RDF-graph from this kind of representation is straightforward (assuming the higher-order predicate being represented as usual rdf : type triple associated with the next-lower order predicate).
take (S\NP)|NP : λ x.λ y.action(take) ∧ animateBeing(x) ∧ road(y) ∧ take(x, y) (1)
With the appropriate relationship instances for a sentence, logical forms representing the meaning of words or word spans in a lexicon can be combined to yield a logical form representing the meaning of the entire sentence.
In the IBM Watson 1 system, see [16] , dependency trees resulting from semantic parsing are further decomposed into frames isolating branches of maximal depth 2. These frames correspond to candidate parts of axioms or candidate axioms in a logical form representation of the textual input. [16] uses a technique of frame projection to a few statement schemes (like Subject-Verb-Object or Verb-Object type) together with an adaptable type system to extract candidate ground axioms and terminological (non-ground) axioms from large document corpora. A key technique for combining simple frames into more complex meaningful ones is frame projection, which results in unifying, e.g., the object of a verb in one frame subset with the object type of the same verb in other frames and thus allows to build more complex logical forms from simpler ones.
[5] uses λ -dependency based compositional semantics ( [26, 25] ) for generating candidate logical forms representing the meaning of sentences in text. This approach applies some generic fundamental compositional rules on entities and relationships discovered from corpus alignment of training texts with [18] to construct candidate existential restrictions, concept intersections and basic aggregation operators. For a more complex case of compositionality, the authors of [5] use a particular bridging operation which is similar to frame projection in [16] , however, increases the scope of possible unifications by generating additional candidate existence restrictions.
These constructs are used to build more elaborate semantic representations into a lexicon to be used in building derivation trees on test phrases. As a consequence, lexica in a semantic parsing NLP approach contain mappings from natural language phrases to logical forms (most often expressed using typed λ -calculus). More formally, a lexeme l can be modelled as a binary relation associating a phrase − → w with a sequence of logical constants. Using list notation like in Prolog and ordinary vector notation (·, ·) , we have l = ( − → w l , [c 1 , . . . , c n(l) ]) assuming n(l) logical constants being associated with − → w l . Note that one phrase can be usually represented by several lexemes. Recent implementations of CCG use factored lexica (see [22, 2] ). In a factored lexicon, a candidate semantic representation for − → w l is constructed as composition of a lexeme relation with a lexical template. A lexical template maps a lexeme to a full lexicon entry or lexical item as defined in section 2.1. Again, for one lexeme there are usually several lexicon entries. Conversely, one lexical item can be generated from multiple combinations of lexemes and lexical templates. Representing these ambiguities as template matching and composition allows to capture patterns of lexical template structures for phrase contexts or for lexeme contexts. These patterns are then used as features in the discriminative statistical models built with deep learning algorithms as outlined in 3.
In a DCS-based approach, the lexicon maps a phrase − → w to a predicate based on an alignment procedure with a training corpus containing type information. In the case of − → w representing a named entity the predicate is a nominal, i.e. maps to exactly one individual in knowledge base K .
Interleaving Semantic Parsing and Knowledge Processing
The need to interleave natural language and knowledge processing is particularly evident in innovative domains like question answering. The key task of question analysis in IBM Watson 1 is to derive the lexical answer type for the reply. The approach to this reported in [23] uses the standard unstructured information management architecture (UIMA), which defines common annotation structures (CAS) to be produced and consumed along text processing pipelines. The benefit of this architecture is that different knowledge processing components (like evidential processing of candidate answer-relevant texts) can be flexibly integrated. In the case of the question answering approach in [23] , a logic programming system (Prolog engine) is used to infer lexical answer types from question and question domain annotations. In a related sense, the approach in [6] is based on question-answer training data, which in turn uses [18] as knowledge base K . As a result, semantic parses of new sentences can establish new factual statements to be inserted into K or new terminological statements extending the schema of K . In semantic web terms, these two options are called ontology population vs. ontology learning. The general consistency condition on logical forms in semantic parsing is that the denotation [[·]] of the logical form z derived from a question given in utterance x must equal the correct answer(s) t over knowledge base K , [[z]] = {t|t ∈ K , (t, x) ∈ T }, where T is a set of training data with paired question-answer data.
It should be noted that there are further uses of interleaved NLP and knowledge processing which address knowledge in agent systems. Here, imperative sentences representing instructions (like in our example in fig. 2 ) are an important class of statements. Processing them can open new pathways for speech-enabled applications in everyday scenarios like driver assistance systems (see examples in [2] ).
We now turn from discussing semantic parsing approaches to effective mechanisms for constructing the artifacts used in these approaches from training data.
Deep Learning
Deep learning refers to several statistical inference methods using latent features or variables. Regarding NLP, the need for latent features becomes obvious already in NER, as training data are systematically incomplete (many entities do not appear at all, many feature combinations are too rare to be observed even in large training corpora).
One branch of deep learning contains novel approaches to training multi-layer neural networks improving on the established backpropagation method by a blend of unsupervised and supervised learning phases [24] . Another branch of deep learning contains new methods for training Boltzmann machines that improve on the earlier EM-algorithm based training [19] . In addition, deep Boltzmann machines also feature a constrained layered connectivity. Specifically, in restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM), connectivities can be limited to cross-layer connections [34] .
Conditional random fields (CRF, [39] ) are the key machine learning framework for discriminative graphical statistical models combining the functionality of single or multi-label classification with the power of graphical models like in Bayesian networks using directed graphs or (for the undirected case) in conventional Boltzmann machines. As an example, RBM disallow connections involving network elements representing input variables. This restriction actually makes the inferred RBM model a discriminative model as opposed to the generative model computed in earlier Boltzmann machine approaches. More generally, discriminative models parameterize conditional distributions of latent and output variables given input variables, while generative models construct all full parameter set for the entire multivariate distribution of input, hidden and output variables.
Deep learning is essential for setting up machine learning approaches to semantic parsing. All approaches discussed in section 2 use deep learning in several phases of system setup.
The basic formal setup for learning semantic parsing structures given training data is this-we want to evaluate the posterior probability of a logical form z (like the one given in eq. 1) associated with a candidate parse y (like the one given in fig. 1 ) of a training sentence or utterance x. Structurally, y and z are represented each as a set of nodes describing the formal components (e.g. syntactic categories, semantic types, etc) in a graph, where edges represent deterministic associations (e.g. for a grammatical composition of syntactic catetories) for each fixed y parse or fixed logical form z. The specific need for deep learning in this problem setting lies in the fact that the lexical items to be learned are not explicitly labeled in the training data, see [22] , p 1513. Now, given training data these structures become instantiated with specific vocabulary items, lexical types involved in a parse, components of a λ -expressions etc. for each training sentence x. As a result, the state of the deterministic associations will vary depending on the input sentence and the candidate parse. So, for a set of parses / logical forms the structure inferred from a training sentence will contain the empirical or observed activation frequencies of the nodes and edges involved in the structure representation based on the training data. Furthermore we assume these frequencies to be sufficient statistics for the parameters of an exponential-family probability distributions. This leads to a representation of each parse or logical form structure element by a feature function. Additional features may be defined using quantitative or qualitative evaluations of the parse in question (this is used in both recent papers [6] and [22] ). The overall type of statistical model applicable is then either a Markov random field or a conditional random field [39] . As we are interested in a conditional model of parses and logical forms based on training sentences, the model type of choice is a CRF. An instantiated structure graph based on a training set of data x is referred to a ground graph in Markov logic networks [15] (MLN) and other relational probabilistic model approaches [36] . In fact, MLNs based on evidence data (x in our application) can be viewed as CRF with declaratively defined feature structures. This makes MLN tools like [21] applicable to the inference problems discussed here.
More formally, the CRF expressing the posterior conditional probability of a particular candidate parse y and logical form z can be stated as follows. We use feature functions f y ∈ F y for y and f z ∈ F z for z whose values depend on the currently processed input sentence x. Each candidate combination of a parse y and a logical form z corresponds to a state of the CRF. The conditional probability model for this state involves parameters from a set Θ for each feature activated in the state. Denoting these parameters by θ f y and θ f z , we obtain a generic CRF model as given in eq. 2.
Please note that Z(x) in eq. 2 is a normalization constant given a fixed input item x (unlike the overall constant Z used in the unconditional or generative Markov random field approach). Of course this model, once trained is viable also for the inference task which requires finding most likely parses and logical forms for test data.
Details of the learning procedure and results for the λ -DCS approach are given in [26] , for probabilistic CCG in [22] . A challenging task for further research is the automatic induction of more compositional logical predicates [6] .
• text extraction (e.g. by searching an XML document tree for news texts typically available in XML)
• tokenization
• stop-word elimination and other cleaning procedures
• stemming or reduction to vocabulary terms (in some cases, improved by lemmatization or POS tagging)
• computation of document term raw frequency matrices
• tf-idf correction (see section 2) of raw frequencies
For an implementation in the R statistical software package tm, see [17] . After these steps are completed, the vector space model for the texts is set up and further analyses can be performed. A processing pipeline of this kind can readily be reconfigured to serve as data preprocessor package also for deep NLP. Setting up an architecture for deep NLP will require a semantic parser. This parser is a package in usual UML architecture terms. The parser package will enclose several components that need to use existing artifacts like dependency taxonomies and specific lexica (see section 2.2) for some usual words or phrases.
The artifacts accessed and created by parser components are lexica, more specifically, the grammar, logical form expressions, entity and relation type systems etc making up a semantic parser lexicon. The format of the lexica will differ according to the overall semantic parsing approach (in the present paper, we discussed CCG, ESG, and λ -DCS). Technically, CCG comes with appropriate XML schemata for all parsing components that would allow a message-based interaction with CCG components in a service-oriented architecture.
In addition, a machine learning package will be needed to improve and augment the imported lexica based on training data. This applies to any domain specific application, and even more so to an open-domain approach like in IBM Watson 1 . In an open architecture, this learning module should not be coupled to the specific approach to semantic parsing adopted in the parser package and its components. For instance [29] is a rather encompassing open source inference and machine learning module useful for CRFs (and extended for some out-of-the-box NLP tasks, as well). Markov logic networks (MLN) engines can also be used.
Interfacing a machine learning engine with semantic parser artifacts is an important step towards an open deep NLP architecture. This requires a declarative language that is suited to stating a probabilistic model derived from eq.2 for semantic parsing learning. MLN engines usually come with a simplified first-order logic dialect input language which can readily be used by non-programmers. A domain specific modelling language covering a wide variety of statistical inference problems is [7] . Other machine learning engines supporting CRFs mostly require users to code their model directly in programming code (e.g., a Java class). However, stating a complex CRF model in a programming language has some drawbacks once the number of the model elements and parameters becomes very high. Consistency checks would need an additional module. Therefore a next highly useful step towards an open architecture for deep NLP is a domain specific modelling language for semantic parsing learning models together with a generator of platform specific code for some given machine learning engine. It should be noted that a MLN engine, by the builtin capability to generate the ground graph as discussed in section 3, will make the model formulation task easier from the very beginning.
To complete the architecture, a knowledge base is an additional required package holding denotations of lexical forms in a real use case. Recent research uses logical programming and RDF-based graph databases.
To sum up, an open architecture for semantics-enabled applications with deep NLP is a realistic perspective for upcoming research. 
